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Abstract  
An integrative fast (Photoacoustic) PA imaging system based on multi-element linear ultrasonic transducer array was 
developed, which integrates laser delivery, photoacoustic excitation and photoacoustic detection into a portable 
system. It collects PA signals by a multi-element linear transducer array in a reflection mode. The PA images with 
high spatial resolution and high contrast were obtained. Compared to other existing PA imaging methods, the 
integrative PA imaging system is characterized by rapidness, convenience and high practicality. The integrative 
system is mobile and portable, and it is suitable for imaging samples in natural condition with various different 
shapes. It will provide a novel and effective PA imaging approach for clinic diagnosis of neoplasm and tissue 
functional imaging in vivo, and has potential to be developed into a practical apparatus used in the early non-invasive 
detection of breast-cancer. 
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1.  Introduction 
Photoacoustic effect is based on irradiating absorbers with time-resolved light [1]. Absorption of the 
light results in a rapid thermoelastic expansion leading to an initial stress distribution, the ultrasonic 
waves propagate to the surface where they are detected by an ultrasound detector in various directions. 
The image of the internally absorbed time-resolved light energy distribution can be reconstructed from the 
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detected time-resolved photoacoustic signals. This imaging method combines the advantages of pure 
optic imaging and pure ultrasonic imaging, which can acquire images with high resolution and high 
contrast [2-4]. The difference of light absorption of tissue not only reflects its character of structure but 
also reflects its metabolize and character of pathological changes, because tissues in different physiology 
condition have different light absorption coefficients [5]. For example, the absorption contrast between 
breast tumors and normal breast tissues can be as high as 500% at the near infrared [6]. 
In the past decade, a number of papers describing PA imaging techniques have been presented. Current 
reconstruction algorithms include the Radon transform in the far-field approximation [7-8], the Fourier 
transform [9], the weighted delay-and-sum algorithm [10], and the improved filtered back projection [11-
12]. Practically, the above reconstructed methods of images; they reconstructed the images with a single 
transducer to scan tissue, the time of detected signals and the image reconstruction algorithm required 
long computing time, furthermore, the reconstructed images were associated with inevitable artifacts that 
hampered its practicality; the coupling liquid of sample and transducer is water, the irradiated direction of 
laser and the detected direction of transducer is not same direction, and the penetration of laser is 
superficial in skin, so it is difficult to apply in the clinic. 
We have designed integrative system, which was major made of YAG laser, linear transducer array, 
and coupling liquid, it irradiates tissue and fast receives photoacoustic signals in the same direction. The 
photoacoustic signals were collected by computer and reconstructed with phase-controlled focus. The 
three-dimensional images can get by linear scanning tissues with the integrative transducer. 
2.  Theory 
 Based on the photoacoustic effect, the light absorption distribution of tissues can be reconstructed by 
photoacoustic signals detected in different directions. Assuming that the temporal distribution of the short 
pulse laser is unit height and width , the relation of photoacoustic pressure ),r( tp in a position and 
coefficient of optic absorption )r(A  can expressed as following [7],  
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Where 
pC  is the specific heat;  is the isobaric volume expansion coefficient; 0c  is the sound speed; 
0I  is intensity of optic;  is the position of field point,  is the source point,  is the distance 
between field point and source point. Practically, the detected photoacoustic signal )(tpd  is the 
convolution of photoacoustic pressures ),( trp  and impulse response )(th of transducers, in order to 
remove the impulse response of transducers, taking Fourier transform of photoacoustic pressure and 
impulse response of transducers, then ),( trp  can be obtained by deconvolution the impulse response of 
the transducer from the measured photoacoustic signal [8], 
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Where )(dp  and )(I  were the Fourier transform of the photoacoustic signal )(tpd  and )(th , the 
impulse response of the detector. c  is the cut-off frequency, the apodizing function )cos(1 c  is 
used to bandwidth limit the signal to c . In this case c =10MHz. The impulse response of the linear 
transducer array was measured by illuminating a black rubber belt with a weak focused pulse laser. The 
linear transducer array is behind the black rubber belt. 
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 Multi-element linear transducer detected the photoacoustic signals by delay of circuit and phase-
controlled focus, the expression is as following [13-14], 
N
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1 )(                                                     (3) 
Where m is the position of a PA source, n is the position of a detector n, N is the number of active 
detectors at each time and n is an amplitude-weighting factor for each detector. /11 mm rt , 1mt is the 
time required for the PA signal to transmit from position m to the first detector; /)( 1mmnn rr  is the 
time difference between the signals reaching the detector n and the first detector, mnr  and 1mr are the 
distances from the position m to the detector n and the first detector, respectively, v is the average velocity 
of the acoustic wave in the coupling medium. 
3.   Method and experimental setup 
Fig.1 is the incorporate system of photoacoustic image, which made up of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser 
(the wavelength is 1064nm, the laser output was 8 ns pulses at 40 mJ/pulse and the repetition rate of the 
laser is 20 Hz.), multi-element linear transducer array (Model CTS-200, SIUI, China) with 320 vertical 
transducers and ultrasonic coupling liquid. The resonance frequency of the incorporate transducers is 
7.5MHz, and the scanning width is 49mm. The glass fiber and multi-element linear transducer array were 
fixed on incorporate setup with an angle and glass fiber adjuster can adjust the angle. The output laser by 
glass fiber was symmetrical irradiated on front of incorporate transducer passed by cylinder lens.  
 
Fig. 1  Sketch of incorporate transducer 
The velocity of ultrasonic of coupling liquid (glycerin and water) is the same as the skin (1547m/s), the 
ultrasonic velocity is shown in figure 2, that is to say, various ultrasonic velocity of tissues can get by 
adjusting the proportion of glycerin and water on centigrade 22, the proportion of glycerin and water is 
1:10 in this experiment. The coupling liquid is transparent relative to wavelength of laser. There is a film 
to airproof the coupling liquid at the front of incorporate transducer, which can be passed the laser and 
ultrasonic and touch the skin well. There are two thermocouples at the side of incorporate transducer, 
which can maintain a steady temperature. The incorporate transducer was fixed on a three-dimensional 
stage; the three-dimensional image can get by linear scan the tissue. 
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Fig. 2  Ultrasonic velocity of glycerin matching 
Fig. 3 is the incorporate setup. The temperature of coupling liquid was adjusted after boot-strap warm-
up. The incorporate transducer was lean against on tissue; glass fiber adjuster can adjust the angle of glass 
fiber and multi-element linear transducer array, the output laser by glass fiber was symmetrical irradiated 
on front of incorporate transducer passed by cylinder lens. The manipulative circuit offers a pulse signal 
with the frequency is 20Hz to select one group of multi-element linear transducer receiver the 
photoacoustic signals and synchronal control the Q-switched Nd: YAG laser. Multi-element linear 
transducer with phase control focus received the photoacoustic signals that were discretized by the DAS 
card (compuscope 12100, Gage Applied Co., Montreal, Quebec, Canada) and storage the data by personal 
computer. The photoacoustic image was acquired by phase control focus algorithm. 
 
 
Fig. 3 Incorporate setup of photoacoustic image  
Fig. 4(a) is the photo of sample; two graphite rods (made from pencil lead) were inserted in pork, the 
diameter of graphite rods is 0.7mm, the length is 2mm, the center distance is 3mm; Fig. 5(a) is 
photograph of hind leg of rabbit. The anesthetic (2%) was injected in ear vein of rabbit with 2ml/kg. The 
hind limb of the rabbit was shaven and chemically (NaS, 2%) depilated. From the photograph, two-
crossed blood can be seen, but not distinctness, the depth of blood is about 2mm and diameter is about 
2.5mm. 
4.  Experimental result and discussion  
Fig. 4(b) is the reconstructed image of fig. 4(a). The direction of multi-element linear transducer is 
parallel to graphite rods. From the reconstructed image, the image of graphite rods is corresponded well 
with their physical positions within the tissue. But the image has little distortion; this is that the multi-
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element transducer receives photoacoustic signals with a solid angle. Fig. 4(c) is the normalization line 
profile of the reconstructed images Fig.4 (b) at y=3.0cm. The half-amplitude line and quarter-amplitude 
line cut across the profile at points A1–4 and B1–4 in Fig. 4(c). The spatial resolution of the imaging 
system is estimated according to the resolution criterion defined in the literature [11], so we obtained the 
system resolutions of ~0.5mm. 
              
(a)                                                (b)                                                                  (c) 
Fig. 4 The resolution of reconstructed image 
Fig. 5(b), 5(c), 5(d) is the reconstructed images of fig. 5(a) at different positions. The direction of 
multi-element linear transducer is parallel to the blood vessels. From the reconstructed image, the images 
of blood vessels are corresponded well tissue; the contrast of image relative to photograph was improved 
greatly. 
 
                        
(a)                                                   (b)                                                 (c)                                                (d)   
Fig.5 The photoacoustic image of vessels hind limb of the rabbit 
The incorporate system can move freely and conveniently, which has no limitation in time and space. 
Reconstruct an image do not rotate scan tissue with transducer. The time is short with the incorporate 
system collects photoacoustic signals; the data-acquisition time in the study was only about 6s. The 
algorithm of phase control focus is simple; the time of reconstructed image is short, too. The three-
dimensional images can get by one dimension linear scanning tissues with the integrative transducer. 
When the velocity of coupling liquid is the same of the skin, the refraction of ultrasonic can be avoided 
and dispersion of ultrasonic can be decrease, the ultrasonic path difference can be rectified. The 
incorporate system will realize large acreage photoacoustic image with multi glass fibers. 
5.  Summary and conclusion 
In this paper, we have designed integrative system, which was major made of YAG laser, linear 
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transducer array, and coupling liquid, laser irradiates tissue and linear transducer array fast receives 
photoacoustic signals in the same directory. The photoacoustic signals were collected by computer and 
reconstructed with phase-controlled. The three-dimensional images can get by scanning tissues with the 
integrative transducer. Compared to other existing technology and algorithm, the PA imaging based on 
transducer array was characterize by speediness and convenience. It can provide a new approach for 
tissue functional imaging in vivo, and may have potentials in developing into an appliance for clinic 
diagnosis. 
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